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Past aversive experiences shape our ability to deal with future dangers, through the
encoding of implicit and explicit memory traces and through the ability to generalize
defensive reactions to new stimuli resembling learned threats. Numerous evidence
demonstrate that sleep is important for the consolidation of memories related to
threatening events. However, there is a lack of studies examining the effects of sleep
deprivation on the retrieval of consolidated threat memories, and previous studies on
the role of sleep in threat generalization have produced mixed results. To address these
issues, here we adopted a differential threat conditioning and a delayed (second half of
the night) sleep deprivation during the first or the seventh night after learning. We found
no effects of sleep deprivation on either implicit or explicit threat memories, regardless
of its occurrence timing. Conversely, implicit but not explicit responses to novel cues
similar to a learned threat displayed a widened generalization pattern, but only if sleep
deprivation took place during the first night after conditioning and not if it occurred
during the seventh night after conditioning. Therefore, we propose that sleeping after
exposure to danger may support optimal implicit discrimination processes to evaluate
new signals in the future and that even a brief period of sleeplessness may widen threat
generalization to new stimuli, which is a hallmark of several threat-related disorders.

Keywords: threat generalization, sleep deprivation, consolidation, retrieval, threat memory

INTRODUCTION

During our life, we constantly encode new information. By collecting and storing data about
relevant episodes, our brain is able to formulate predictions about new incoming eventualities. In
this scenario, dangerous encounters in the past assume an adaptive role in shaping our ability to
deal with potential threats in the future. This knowledge about threatening events is embedded into
emotional memories that, following a process of consolidation (McGaugh, 2000), integrate and
expand our behavioral repertoire allowing us to react quickly and efficiently when encountering
these situations again (DiFazio et al., 2022). To accomplish the consolidation of these memories,
complex and selective offline processes occur during post-learning sleep (Diekelmann and Born,
2010; Goldstein and Walker, 2014), when memory representations are reactivated and reorganized
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(Hennevin et al., 2007). Indeed, previous studies indicate that
sleep, and especially rapid eye movement (REM) sleep, may be
critical for the consolidation of memories about fearful stimuli
(Menz et al., 2013, 2016; Marshall et al., 2014; Spoormaker
et al., 2014; Genzel et al., 2015; Pace-Schott et al., 2015). This
evidence supports the proposed notion that REM sleep may
provide overnight restoring functions that allow the brain to
detect learned threatening cues (Goldstein and Walker, 2014).
Threatening events are processed by different neural systems
within the human brain (Squire, 2004; LaBar and Cabeza, 2006).
The implicit system encodes the unconscious-emotional valence
and is mediated by complex neural networks encompassing
the amygdala (Phelps and LeDoux, 2005) and sensory cortices
(Concina et al., 2019), whereas the explicit system encodes
the conscious-episodic aspects and is mediated by hippocampal
and medial temporal lobe (MTL) networks (Mayes et al.,
2007). According to a large body of research, sleep seems to
be differentially involved in the modulation of these memory
systems (Maquet, 2001; Fischer et al., 2006; Diekelmann and
Born, 2010; Rieth et al., 2010; Weber et al., 2014).

However, adaptation to a complex ecological niche does
not only demand organisms to learn what is dangerous from
experience, but also to calibrate mechanisms to generalize the
prompted reactions to new stimuli resembling previously learned
threats and to discriminate what is dangerous from what is
not (Dunsmoor and Paz, 2015; Concina et al., 2018, 2021;
Grosso et al., 2018). We previously observed a sharp dissociation
between implicit-unconscious and explicit-conscious recognition
patterns toward new incoming stimuli, supporting the idea
that multiple systems mediate threat generalization and the
prediction of possible dangers (Manassero et al., 2019). Failures
of these strategies or dysregulations of the underlying neural
mechanisms may result in maladaptive behaviors and anxiety
or post-traumatic stress disorders (PTSDs) (Dunsmoor and Paz,
2015). Notably, comorbidities between these psychopathological
instances and sleep disorders can be observed in clinical
practice (Cox and Olatunji, 2016; Colvonen et al., 2019).
However, to date only a few studies (Kuriyama et al., 2010;
Davidson et al., 2015, 2018; Goldstein-Piekarski et al., 2015)
have examined how sleep and sleep deprivation may modulate
the generalization of defensive responses toward new and
not previously experienced stimuli, generating mixed and
inconsistent results (Tempesta et al., 2018).

Furthermore, after being consolidated, a memory trace can be
reactivated during the recall phase, which mostly takes place in
the awake state of consciousness. Although some studies reported
how sleep deprivation may impair emotional memory retrieval in
animals (Patti et al., 2010; Fernandes-Santos et al., 2012; Montes-
Rodríguez et al., 2019), to our knowledge no study has been so
far conducted to investigate the effects of sleep deprivation on
the retrieval of consolidated threat memories as well as on threat
generalization in humans.

To disentangle these unsolved queries about sleep functions
in the fear domain, in this study we tested two related questions:
(i) whether and how sleep deprivation may interfere with either
immediate memory consolidation or remote memory retrieval
and affect either implicit or explicit threat memories and (ii)

whether and how sleep deprivation may interfere with either
immediate memory consolidation or remote memory retrieval
and affect the generalization of defensive responses either at the
implicit or explicit level.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
All participants (n = 108) were healthy individuals (mean age:
21.95 ± 3.51 SD, 70 females, and 38 males) with no history
of psychiatric disorders, sleep disorders, neurological illnesses,
cardiovascular diseases, and illegal drug use. During the pre-
experimental screening phase, each recruited volunteer was
administered with: (1) the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory Form
Y (STAI-Y, Spielberger et al., 1983; Pedrabissi and Santinello,
1989), and who showed a score >80 in the sum of the two
subscales (State+ Trait anxiety) were not included in the sample;
(2) the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI, Beck et al., 1961), and
who scored >13 were excluded from the sample; (3) Pittsburg
Sleep Quality Index (PSQI, Buysse et al., 1989), with an inclusion
cut-off equal to 5; (4) Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS, Johns,
1991): cut-off = 10; (5) Insomnia Severity Index (ISI, Bastien
et al., 2001), cut-off = 10; (6) Stop-Bang Questionnaire (Boynton
et al., 2013), cut-off = 2; (7) Morningness-Eveningness Scale short
version (Natale et al., 2006), and who obtained a “morning”
or “evening” chronotype were not included in the sample; (8)
Restless Legs Syndrome (RLS) criteria1, and who answered “yes”
to one or more questions were not included in the sample.
Musicians and individuals who reported a past or current musical
training were not included in the sample (see Table 1 for all
groups’ descriptive, experimental, and clinical data). After this
preliminary phase, participants were randomly assigned to one of
the six experimental conditions. We discarded two participants
because of completely flat skin conductance responses (SCRs),
and thirteen participants because they failed to accomplish the
sleep deprivation protocol, leaving a total of 93 participants. Each
participant provided written informed consent after receiving
a complete description of the experimental procedures. All
experimental procedures were performed in accordance with
the ethical standards of the Declaration of Helsinki and were
approved by the Bioethics Committee of the University of Turin.

Experimental Outline
To explore the effects of sleep deprivation on either implicit
or explicit defensive responses, in the first experimental
session (day 1) we implemented a differential auditory threat
conditioning paradigm where participants learned to associate
a tone (conditioned stimulus, CS+, 370 Hz, or 784 Hz,
counterbalanced) with a mild electrical shock (unconditioned
stimulus, US, individually calibrated intensity) and another
tone (non-reinforced stimulus, CS−, 784 Hz or 370 Hz,
counterbalanced) with no shock. Since we intended to evaluate
the memories related to threatening and safe stimuli as well
as the threat generalization toward new stimuli, 1 week after

1https://irlssg.org/diagnostic-criteria/
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threat learning (day 8) we tested participants’ implicit and
explicit recognition patterns toward the learned cues as well
as toward new tones. To this purpose, they were randomly
assigned to six different experimental conditions. Three groups
underwent an implicit two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC)
test, in which subjects were presented with a pseudorandom
sequence of tone pairs, each composed of a conditioned stimulus
(CS+ or CS−) and a new stimulus, harmonically similar and
higher-pitched than the CS+ (new stimulus similar to the
CS+, NS+, 466 Hz or 1,046 Hz, counterbalanced depending
on the frequency of the CS+) or than the CS− (new stimulus
similar to the CS−, NS−, 1,046 Hz or 466 Hz, counterbalanced
depending on the frequency of the CS−) (Manassero et al.,
2019). In order to assess implicit defensive reactions, electro-
dermal skin conductance responses (SCRs) were recorded to
characterize the event-related autonomic reactivity. Three other
groups performed an explicit 2AFC task, in which participants
heard the identical sequence of CS-NS pairs used during the
implicit test, and they had to identify which stimulus of each
pair was the one previously paired with the US (CS+) or
the one previously learned as not associated with the US
(CS−). Subjects were also asked to provide subjective confidence
feedback for each choice, utilizing an analog scale ranging
from 0 (completely unsure) to 10 (completely sure). No US
shocks were delivered during the implicit and explicit tests
(Manassero et al., 2019).

To determine the potential impact of sleep deprivation, four
groups of participants underwent a one-night delayed sleep
deprivation protocol (DSD, 75%, individually calibrated based on
daily self-reported sleep diaries), while they were actigraphically
monitored. Since REM sleep prevails during the second half
of the night (Diekelmann and Born, 2010), DSD took place
after an initial 25% sleeping period. To selectively interfere
with immediate memory consolidation or remote memory
retrieval, two experimental groups performed the DSD during
the first night following the learning session (i.e., early memory
consolidation, DSDc conditions), and they were respectively,
tested with the implicit (n = 16) and the explicit (n = 15)
recognition tasks. Two other experimental groups performed
the DSD during the seventh night from learning (i.e., the night
before retrieval, DSDr conditions), and they performed the
implicit (n = 16) and the explicit (n = 15) tests. As control
conditions (Ctrl), the last two groups regularly slept during
all the seven nights between the sessions and were also tested
on the implicit (n = 16) and the explicit (n = 15) tasks
(Figures 1A, 2A).

Auditory Stimuli
Auditory stimuli were pure sine wave tones with oscillation
frequencies of 370, 466, 784, and 1,046 Hz, lasting 6 s with
onset/offset ramps of 5 ms. Tones were digitally generated using
Audacity 2.1.2 software (Audacity R© freeware) and binaurally
delivered through headphone speakers (Beyerdynamic DT770
Pro) at ∼50 dB intensity. Experiments were conducted in a
dimly lit room, and all experimental scenarios were controlled
by Presentation R© 21.1 software (NeuroBehavioral Systems Inc.,
Berkeley, CA, United States).
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FIGURE 1 | Effects of DSD on implicit threat memories, safety memories, and threat generalization to new stimuli. (A) Schematic diagram depicting the experimental
design. Participants underwent a differential threat conditioning in which a conditioned tone (CS+) was paired with a mild electrical shock (US) and a non-reinforced
tone (CS–) was never paired with the US. One group of participants (CTRL, n = 16) was allowed to regularly sleep during the seven nights between the sessions. The
other two groups were sleep-deprived during the night after the first session (DSDc, n = 16) or during the night before the second session (DSDr, n = 16). One week
after the conditioning session, subjects underwent an implicit 2AFC recognition task during which they were presented with tone pairs composed of a conditioned
stimulus (CS– or CS+) and a new stimulus similar to the CS– (NS–) or the CS+ (NS+), while SCRs were recorded. (B) Actigraphically controlled sleep distributions of
each group over the seven nights separating the experimental sessions. (C) Implicit reactions to the learned threatening (CS+) and safety-signaling (CS–) stimuli were
comparable among conditions, whereas implicit reactions to the new stimulus (NS+) were higher in the DSDc group than in the CTRL group. Implicit reactions to the
NS+ were weaker than those to the CS+ in the CTRL and the DSDr but were similar to those to the CS+ in the DSDc group. (D) Specificity of defensive responses
(CS+ minus NS+) was higher in the CTRL group than in the DSDc group. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. All data are mean and SEM. 3 × 7 mixed ANOVA
followed by Bonferroni corrected simple main effect analyses (B); 3 × 4 mixed ANOVA followed by Bonferroni corrected simple main effect analyses (C); One-way
ANOVA followed by Bonferroni-adjusted post hoc comparisons (D).

Unconditioned Stimulus Calibration
Procedure
Before starting with the calibration procedure, systolic and
diastolic blood pressure was measured to prevent possible
hypoarousal reactions caused by basal hypotension. The
unconditioned stimulus (US) consisted of a mild electrical shock
(train pulse at 50 Hz lasting 200 ms, with a single pulse
duration of 1,000 µs) generated with a direct current stimulator
(DS7A Constant Current Stimulator, Digitimer). Impulses were
delivered through a bar stimulating electrode connected by
a Velcro strap on the upper surface of the dominant hand’s
index finger. The electrical stimulation intensity was individually
calibrated through a staircase procedure (Cornsweet, 1962),
starting with a low current near the perceptible tactile threshold
(∼0.5 mA). Participants were asked to rate the aversiveness of
each train-pulse on a scale ranging from 0 (not painful at all),

1 (pain threshold) to 10 (highly painful if protracted in time).
At the end of the procedure, the US amplitude was set at the
current level (mA) corresponding to the mean rating of “7” on
the subjective analog scale.

Pre-conditioning
This phase consisted of the presentation of 4 stimuli: 2 CS−
(784 Hz or 370 Hz, counterbalanced) and 2 CS+ (370 Hz or
784 Hz, counterbalanced) tones with an inter-trial-interval (ITI)
of 24 s, in absence of any US. At the end of this phase, participants
were asked to confirm whether the tones were easily audible but
not too loud or annoying.

Conditioning
After a 5-min resting period, participants underwent a differential
threat conditioning, which consisted of the presentation of 30
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FIGURE 2 | Effects of DSD on explicit threat memories, safety memories, and threat generalization to new stimuli. (A) Schematic diagram depicting the experimental
design. Participants underwent a differential threat conditioning in which a conditioned tone (CS+) was paired with a mild electrical shock (US) and a non-reinforced
tone (CS–) was never paired with the US. One group of participants (CTRL, n = 15) was allowed to regularly sleep during the seven nights between the sessions. The
other two groups were sleep-deprived during the night after the first session (DSDc, n = 15) or during the night before the second session (DSDr, n = 15). One week
after the conditioning session, subjects underwent an explicit 2AFC recognition task during which they were presented with tone pairs composed of a conditioned
stimulus (CS– or CS+) and a new stimulus similar to the CS– (NS–) or the CS+ (NS+) and they were asked to recognize the CS– and the CS+, providing a
confidence level for each choice. (B) Actigraphically controlled sleep distributions of each group over the seven nights separating the experimental sessions.
(C) Explicit recognition patterns for correct (CS– and CS+) and incorrect (NS– and NS+) choices were comparable between groups. (D) Confidence ratings for
correct (CS– and CS+) and incorrect (NS– and NS+) choices were similar amongst conditions. ***P < 0.001. All data are mean and SEM. 3 × 7 mixed ANOVA
followed by Bonferroni corrected simple main effect analyses (B); 3 × 4 mixed ANOVA (C,D).

stimuli: 15 CS+ (370 Hz or 784 Hz, counterbalanced) and 15
CS− (784 Hz or 370 Hz, counterbalanced) in a pseudorandom
sequence, with an inter-trial-interval (ITI) of 24 s. The CS+
co-terminated with the US 12 times (80% reinforcement rate),
while the CS− was never paired with the US. Subjects were not
informed about any possible CS-US contingency. To validate
the unpleasant nature of the emotional learning, immediately
following this phase subjects rated the aversiveness of the USs
experienced during the conditioning session. The rating was
performed using the same analog scale as in the pre-conditioning
calibration procedure (see Table 1 for all groups’ US current
intensity and post-conditioning US analog ratings).

Sleep Deprivation
Participants were preliminarily asked to complete a self-
assessment of their sleep using a sleep diary to determine their
habitual sleep-wake cycle over 1 week. Based on the data collected
from each diary, during the night after the first experimental
session (implicit and explicit DSDc groups) or the night before
the second experimental session (implicit and explicit DSDr
groups), subjects underwent a delayed sleep deprivation (DSD)
of 75% of their average total sleep time (TST), as follows: the

average total sleep time calculated over the 7 days preceding the
experimental session was determined and 75% of the total sleep
time was subtracted (e.g., if one subject’s average TST during the
week preceding the experimental session was 7 h, the scheduled
TST was 1 h and 45 min). A bedtime and a wake-up time (after
an initial 25% of sleep) were then set based on the individual
subjects’ average bedtime habits, resulting from the sleep diary.
TST has been reduced by 75% since, according to several studies
(Groeger et al., 2004; Luckhaupt et al., 2010; Lo et al., 2012), 25%
of sleep is approximately the minimum sleep duration reported
by a large segment of the working population. Subjects were
not allowed to assume stimulants (such as caffeine) during the
sleep deprivation night. Actual sleep during the experimental
scheduled night was monitored by actigraphic recording
(Actiwatch Spectrum Plus, Philips Respironics, Murrysville, PA,
United States). An actigraph is a small, light-weight wrist-worn
computerized device with the ability to measure, through an
accelerometer, the rest-activity patterns continuously over long
periods. Mathematical algorithms are then applied to these
data to estimate wakefulness and sleep (Smith et al., 2018).
Data were analyzed through Actiware 6.0.9 (Philips Respironics,
Murrysville, PA, United States).
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Two-Alternative Forced-Choice
Recognition Test
This procedure involves the presentation of two stimuli on
each trial and the subject chooses the one that was previously
encoded (i.e., the first or the second one). A 2AFC design
was preferred over a new-old paradigm, which involves one
single stimulus on each trial and the subject judges whether the
stimulus has been previously encoded (old), or whether it is
new. Our choice was motivated by the evidence that a 2AFC
task improves recognition performance and discourages response
biases such as the familiarity-based decision bias, namely the
heuristic to endorse novel cues as “old” when their familiarity is
high (Macmillan and Creelman, 2004).

Throughout the testing phase, the stimulating electrode
was kept attached as in the conditioning phase to create the
expectation to receive the US (Ameli et al., 2001). Differently
from other generalization paradigms which involve the delivery
of the US to prevent extinction (Lissek et al., 2013; Holt et al.,
2014; Onat and Büchel, 2015; Dunsmoor et al., 2017), here no
shocks were delivered, i.e., the CS+ was never paired with the
US, to avoid any reacquisition effect (Manassero et al., 2019).

After a 5-min resting period, participants underwent a two-
alternative forced-choice (2AFC) task, which consisted of the
presentation of 20 pairs of auditory stimuli, each composed of a
conditioned stimulus (CS− or CS+) and a new stimulus similar
to the CS− (NS−, 1,046 Hz or 466 Hz, counterbalanced) or
to the CS+ (NS+, 466 Hz or 1,046 Hz, counterbalanced) in a
pseudorandom sequence: 5 × CS− vs. NS−, 5 × NS− vs. CS−,
5 × CS+ vs. NS+, 5 × NS+ vs. CS+. On each trial, the two
stimuli were presented with an intra-trial-interval of 1000 ms.
After 5 s from the pair offset, a 60-s auditory interference (see
next section) and a 24-s silent ITI occurred. In the implicit
test, SCRs were recorded throughout this phase. In the explicit
test, participants were explained that in each couple of sounds
there was a tone that they had heard in the first session and
a new tone. Participants were then instructed to recognize and
verbally identify which one (the first or the second) was the
tone heard in the first session, paired (CS+) or not paired
(CS−) with the US-shock. Participants were further asked to
verbally provide a confidence rating about each response, on a
scale from 0 (completely unsure) to 10 (completely sure). No
feedback was supplied.

Auditory Working Memory Interference
When hearing a serial sequence of tones subjects can actively
take advantage of a pitch comparison mechanism due to the
auditory working memory (AWM) rehearsal process (Keller
et al., 1995; Kumar et al., 2016). In our testing protocol, if
participants were not prevented from rehearsing during the inter-
trial-interval, each response (except for the first one) might be
affected by the sensory comparison of each pair of tones with
the previous one in the sequence, thus introducing cognitive
biases in the recognition process. Given that a method to interfere
with the rehearsal process is filling the inter-trial-interval with
a series of additional tones (Deutsch, 1970; Pechmann and
Mohr, 1992), we created an auditory retroactive interference to

prevent possible cognitive biases during the recognition test. The
interference consisted of 60 s of 10-s mixed samples of pop music
(Manassero et al., 2019).

Psychophysiological Recording and
Analysis
Event-related skin conductance responses (SCRs) were used
as an implicit index of defensive responses. To record the
autonomic signal, two Ag-AgCl non-polarizable electrodes filled
with isotonic paste were attached to the index and middle fingers
of the non-dominant hand by Velcro straps. The transducers
were connected to the GSR100C module of the BIOPAC MP-
150 system (BIOPAC Systems, Goleta, CA, United States) and
signals were recorded at a channel sampling rate of 1,000 Hz.
SCR waveforms were analyzed offline using AcqKnowledge
4.1 software (BIOPAC Systems, Goleta, CA, United States).
Each SCR was evaluated as event-related if the trough-to-peak
deflection occurred 1–6 s after the stimulus onset, the duration
was comprised between 0.5 and 5.0 s, and the amplitude was
greater than 0.02 micro siemens (µS). Responses that did not fit
these criteria were scored as zero. Because the implicit test was
configured as 2AFC with a 1-s ITI, the range of the analysis was
restricted to 1–7 s following the onset of the first stimulus of the
pair. That is, given the sequence of 6 s (1st tone), 1 s (intra-
trial-interval), and 6 s (2nd tone) which defined the structure
of each pair, a temporal cut-off was established upon the onset
of the second stimulus of the pair, to avoid summing effects in
the event-related responses. Raw SCR data of each subject were
standardized through a Z-score transformation (Ben-Shakhar,
1985; Braithwaite and Watson, 2015) and averaged by stimulus
type (CS−, NS−, CS+, and NS+).

Statistical Analyses
Since all variables passed the D’Agostino-Pearson omnibus
normality test, parametric statistics were adopted in each
experiment. To test the between-groups differences in post-
conditioning US ratings for implicit and explicit conditions, we
performed two one-way ANOVA models. To compare the inter-
sessions sleep amount of each group in the implicit and explicit
conditions, we computed two 3× 7 mixed-design ANOVAs with
Group (CTRL, DSDc, and DSDr) as between-subjects variable
and Time (Night 1–7) as within-subjects variable. Bonferroni
adjustment was applied for simple main effects analyses. To
test the main effects of group and tone, and the interaction
effect in the implicit (autonomic data) and explicit (choice
rates and confidence levels) tests, we employed three 3 × 4
mixed-design ANOVAs with Group (CTRL, DSDc, and DSDr)
as between-subjects variable and Tone (CS−, NS−, CS+, and
NS+) as within-subjects variable. Bonferroni adjustment was
applied for simple main effects analyses. For each mixed ANOVA
model, we assessed the Sphericity assumption through Mauchly’s
Test. Where it was violated, we applied the Greenhouse–Geisser
correction accordingly. To assess between-groups differences
in the specificity index, we calculated a one-way ANOVA
model with Bonferroni-adjusted post hoc comparisons. The null
hypothesis was rejected at P < 0.05 significance level. All
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statistical analyses were performed using SPSS Statistics 22 (IBM)
and Prism 6.05 (GraphPad).

RESULTS

Homogeneity of Experimental Groups in
Unconditioned Stimulus Ratings and
Sleep Distribution
To ensure a between-groups comparability in the emotional
learning experience, we performed two one-way ANOVA models
on post-conditioning US ratings (see Table 1), and we found
no significant differences either for implicit [F(2,45) = 0.3071,
P > 0.05, ηp

2 = 0.0135] or explicit [F(2,42) = 0.03795, P > 0.05,
ηp

2 = 0.0018] conditions. To compare the sleep amount of
each group between the experimental sessions, we computed
two 3 × 7 mixed ANOVA models on the quantifications of
sleep resulting from the actigraphically controlled sleep diaries.
For the implicit conditions, the analysis showed a significant
main effect of group [F(2,45) = 4.701, P = 0.014, ηp

2 = 0.173],
a significant main effect of time [F(4.664,209.862) = 47.869,
P < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.515] and a significant group× time interaction
[F(9.327,209.862) = 44.897, P < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.666]. As expected,
in the first night after learning, the DSDc group slept less than
the other two conditions (P < 0.001 in both cases, Bonferroni
corrected), while in the night before the test the sleep amount of
the DSDr group was lower than that of the other two conditions
(P < 0.001 in both cases, Bonferroni corrected). During the
second night after learning, the DSDc group slept more than
the Ctrl (P = 0.001) and the DSDr (P = 0.002) groups, likely
due to a sleep recovery effect. No between-groups differences
were found in the other nights (P > 0.05) (Figure 1B). For the
explicit conditions, we found similar results [main effect of group:
F(2,42) = 15.831, P < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.430; main effect of time:
F(4.655,195.529) = 49.076, P < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.539; group × time
interaction: F(9.311,195.529) = 42.875, P < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.671]. The
DSDc group slept less than the other two conditions during the
Night 1 (P < 0.001 in both cases, Bonferroni corrected) whereas
the DSDr group slept less than the other two conditions during
the Night 7 (P < 0.001 in both cases, Bonferroni corrected).
Again, during the Night 2 the sleep amount of the DSDc group
was higher than those of the other two conditions (P < 0.001 in
both cases, Bonferroni corrected) and no differences were found
in the other nights (P > 0.05) (Figure 2B).

Effects of Delayed Sleep Deprivation on
Implicit and Explicit Recognition of
Learned Threatening and Safe Stimuli
To determine whether DSD affected implicit memories related
to the threatening and safe cues, we performed a 3 × 4 mixed
ANOVA model which revealed a not significant main effect of
group [F(2,45) = 1.09, P > 0.05, ηp

2 = 0.046], a significant main
effect of tone [F(3,135) = 18.30, P < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.289] and a
significant group × tone interaction [F(6,135) = 2.217, P = 0.045,
ηp

2 = 0.09]. Bonferroni corrected simple main effect analyses
showed that participants successfully formed a fear memory, as

SCR levels evoked by the CS+ were stronger than those evoked
by the CS− in all groups (Ctrl: P < 0.001; DSDc; P < 0.001;
DSDr: P = 0.001). Between-groups comparisons showed no
effects of DSD on fear strength since all groups similarly reacted
to the CS+ (P > 0.05 in all cases). Safety encoding was
also not influenced by DSD, since reactions to the CS− were
comparable among groups (P > 0.05 in all cases). Hence, our data
suggest that DSD occurring during the first night or the seventh
night after conditioning did not affect the autonomic reaction
patterns toward learned threatening and safety-signaling stimuli
(Figure 1C and Supplementary Figure 1).

Concerning the effects of DSD on explicit recognition patterns
of the learned stimuli, a 3 × 4 mixed ANOVA model revealed
a not significant main effect of group [F(2,42) = 0.00, P > 0.05,
ηp

2 = 0.00], a significant main effect of tone [F(3,126) = 22.711,
P < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.351] and a not significant group × tone
interaction [F(6,126) = 0.413, P > 0.05, ηp

2 = 0.019]. Thus, we
found no significant differences in the conscious identification
of the CS+ (P > 0.05) and the CS− (P > 0.05) among
conditions (Figure 2C). For confidence ratings provided by
participants in the explicit task, a 3 × 4 mixed ANOVA model
revealed a not significant main effect of group [F(2,32) = 2.126,
P > 0.05, ηp

2 = 0.117], a significant main effect of tone
[F(3,96) = 11.717, P < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.268] and a not significant
group × tone interaction [F(6,96) = 0.674, P > 0.05, ηp

2 = 0.04].
The three groups were similarly confident when identified the
CS+ (P > 0.05) and the CS− (P > 0.05) stimuli (Figure 2D).
Therefore, our data indicate that DSD produced no effect
on the participants’ ability to explicitly recognize learned
threatening and safety-signaling stimuli as well as on their
subjective confidence for explicit choices, regardless of the timing
of its occurrence.

Effects of Delayed Sleep Deprivation on
Implicit and Explicit Reactions Toward
New Stimuli
We then moved to explore how sleep-deprived and control
participants implicitly reacted when exposed to previously
unexperienced stimuli resembling threatening or safe ones. The
Ctrl group exhibited a highly precise threat identification pattern,
as the CS+ evoked higher SCRs than the NS+ (P = 0.001).
Strikingly, the group deprived during the first night after
conditioning (DSDc) showed a widened threat generalization,
as the NS+ elicited similar SCRs to those triggered by the CS+
(P > 0.05). On the contrary, the group deprived during the
seventh night after conditioning (DSDr) displayed an elevated
specificity, as SCRs evoked by the CS+ were stronger than those
evoked by the NS+ (P = 0.024). There were no differences
in the evoked autonomic responses to the CS− and to the
NS− in all groups (P > 0.05). Moreover, while autonomic
reactions to the NS− were comparable among groups (P > 0.05
in all cases), SCRs evoked by the NS+ in the DSDc group
were consistently stronger than those evoked by the NS+ in
the Ctrl group (P = 0.007) and not different in other cases
(P > 0.05) (Figure 1C and Supplementary Figure 1). To further
characterize the level of threat generalization, we computed
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a specificity index by subtracting, for each subject, the mean
response to the NS+ from the mean response to the CS+.
A one-way ANOVA model determined significant between-
groups differences [F(2,45) = 3.291, P = 0.046, ηp

2 = 0.1276]. Post
hoc Bonferroni-adjusted comparisons confirmed that specificity
was significantly sharper in the Ctrl group than in the DSDc
group (P = 0.045), while other comparisons were not significant
(P > 0.05) (Figure 1D). Hence, we found that DSD provoked a
widening of generalization of defensive reactions toward a never
experienced stimulus (NS+) resembling the learned threatening
cue (CS+), but only when it took place during the first night
after learning and not when it occurred during the seventh night
after learning (i.e., the night before retrieval). Conversely, we
observed no effects of DSD when subjects implicitly responded to
a novel stimulus (NS−) resembling a cue learned as safe (CS−),
independently of its occurrence timing.

Explicit recognition patterns of the threatening stimulus
(CS+) with respect to the new similar stimulus (NS+) resulted
in a mean accuracy level of 68.0%, which was statistically
different from the 32.0% of incorrect NS+ choices (P < 0.001,
Bonferroni corrected). Participants were also able to precisely
identify the safety-signaling cue (CS−) in 65.8% of cases,
showing an accuracy rate that was significantly higher than 34.2%
of incorrect NS− choices (P = 0.002, Bonferroni corrected).
Misidentifications of both the NS+ and the NS− did not differ
between conditions (P > 0.05 in all cases) (Figure 2C). Subjects
reported higher confidence levels when they correctly identified
the CS+ than when they misidentified the NS+ (P = 0.018),
as well as they were more confident when they accurately
recognized the CS− than when they incorrectly recognized the
NS− (P = 0.001). Confidence levels did not differ between groups
for both incorrect NS+ and NS− choices (P > 0.05) (Figure 2D).
Therefore, our data indicated that DSD occurring during the first
night or the seventh night from conditioning exerted no impact
on participants’ explicit ability to detect learned threatening
and safe stimuli discriminating them from new similar ones,
thus revealing divergent DSD effects on explicit and implicit
threat generalization.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we sought to test the effects of DSD on implicit
and explicit memories related to threatening and safety-signaling
stimuli, as well as on the generalization of implicit and explicit
defensive reactions toward never experienced stimuli resembling
learned threats or safety-signaling stimuli. Within a differential
threat conditioning design, participants underwent a delayed
sleep deprivation during the first night after learning or during
the seventh night after learning (the night preceding the test), and
then separately tested on their implicit and explicit recognition
profiles. First, we observed that implicit and explicit memories
related to threat and safe cues were not affected by DSD, neither
if it took place during the first night nor the seventh night after
learning. Second, implicit but not explicit reactions to new stimuli
were shifted to a wider generalization when the DSD took place
during the first night after learning but not when it was interposed

during the seventh night after learning. Based on these findings,
we propose that even a mild sleep deprivation that did not impair
the memory traces may be sufficient to disrupt the specificity of
reactions to new unexperienced stimuli, suggesting the idea that
these mechanisms might be more sensitive to sleep alterations.
This notion is relevant since threat overgeneralization has been
recognized as a hallmark of several threat-related disorders, such
as PTSD (Dunsmoor and Paz, 2015).

The over-time existence of memory implies distinct stages:
encoding, consolidation, and retrieval (LaBar and Cabeza, 2006).
Concerning the role of sleep and sleep deprivation in the
consolidation of threatening memories, a previous study (Menz
et al., 2013) reported increased SCRs to a learned safe stimulus
but no differences to a learned threatening cue in the sleep-
deprived group. In this study, the authors did not test defensive
reactions to new stimuli and considered successful consolidation
of threat memories as robust discrimination between learned
threatening and safe stimuli. Based on this concept and the
finding of stronger reactions to the CS− with unvaried reactions
to the CS+, they showed that the consolidation of threat
memories is related to the time spent in REM sleep. In a
following study (Menz et al., 2016), the same authors used a
split-night design and proposed a causal role of REM but not
slow-wave sleep (SWS) in these processes. However, other works
(Spoormaker et al., 2014) observed a REM-related reduction of
defensive reactions to learned threats. In the current study, we did
not detect any sleep-dependent alteration of implicit memories,
in terms of higher or lower discrimination between learned
danger and safety signals, possibly because our DSD protocol
was too mild to disrupt the consolidation of the engrams.
Importantly, all of these studies – including ours, used SCRs
as the implicit index of differential responses evoked by the
CS+ and CS−, while a recent investigation (Ojala and Bach,
2020) reported that pupil size and startle-eye blink responses
appear to better discriminate CS+ and CS−, providing a higher
validity in a threat learning paradigm. In the case of explicit
memories, despite former studies revealing selective overnight
enhancement of recognition accuracy (Drosopoulos et al., 2005)
also for emotional material (Hu et al., 2006), here we did not
find any DSD effects also on explicit recognition patterns. One
possible explanation may rely on different susceptibilities to sleep
interference of memory systems, where explicit processes may
be more refractory to sleep restrictions. Indeed, some studies
(Diekelmann et al., 2009) suggested that declarative memory
may already take advantage of short (1–2 h, as in the case of
the present study) sleep intervals, while non-declarative memory
gains seem more dependent on the amount of sleep following the
day after learning.

As far as we know, this is the first human study targeting the
effects of DSD on the retrieval of consolidated threat memories.
Here, we did not find any effect on either the autonomic reaction
patterns or the cognitive identification of learned threatening
and safe stimuli. Based on these findings, one may speculate
that encountering a danger again, while being acutely sleep-
deprived, may not imply alterations in the defensive reactions
in humans. Alternatively, one may attribute this lack of effect
to the adopted DSD paradigm. Indeed, one night of DSD might
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have been a too mild manipulation to produce a significant
impairment of retrieval processes in the case of consolidated
memories. In line with this idea, animal research demonstrated
that a pre-test sleep deprivation impaired memory recall (Patti
et al., 2010; Fernandes-Santos et al., 2012; Montes-Rodríguez
et al., 2019), suggesting that sleep may be essential not only
for encoding and consolidation but also for the retrieval of
threat contextual memories. Future studies adopting total or
chronic sleep deprivation will be necessary to disambiguate
this possibility.

At variance with the lack of effects on memory consolidation
and retrieval, we found that sleep deprivation broadened
threat generalization of implicit reactions to novel stimuli.
These data provide the new and important information
that implicit discrimination of new stimuli may be more
vulnerable to sleep deprivation than explicit discrimination
and implicit or explicit memory. Generalization of defensive
responses to new stimuli is an intrinsic property of animals -
including humans- functioning, that allows protecting behaviors
against new situations perceptually similar to known ones
that predict adversity (Ghirlanda and Enquist, 2003; Dymond
et al., 2015). It has been previously suggested that this
ability may be conceptualized as an active process decoupled
from perceptual processes (Onat and Büchel, 2015), and
we previously uncovered a sharp dissociation between the
implicit and the explicit reactions to new potential dangers
(Manassero et al., 2019). In examining the relationship between
sleep and generalization, it has been reported contradictory
results (Tempesta et al., 2018). Sleep deprivation biased the
discrimination of threatening from not threatening human faces,
by shifting subjective ratings toward a higher categorization
as threatening. Stimulus-evoked heart rate elevations were
also altered by sleep deprivation, resulting in disrupted
autonomic discrimination of threatening from non-threatening
social stimuli (Goldstein-Piekarski et al., 2015). However,
other investigations (Kuriyama et al., 2010; Davidson et al.,
2018) yielded opposite results by providing evidence that
sleep deprivation after exposure to aversive stimuli reduced
threat generalization. One further work (Davidson et al.,
2015) detected no significant differences between the awake
group and sleep-controls in autonomic and subjective threat
generalization tunings. A recent investigation (Lerner et al.,
2021) using stimuli made by combinations of cues predicting
aversive outcomes or safety, found opposing effects of REM
sleep on recall and generalization. REM sleep impaired the
ability to discriminate between encoded memories containing
a combination of threat and safety signals but enhanced
the ability to discriminate between new stimuli containing
either threat or safety signals. In this framework, our data
imply a DSD-dependent widening of implicit but not explicit
generalization patterns to unexperienced stimuli resembling
learned dangers. One possible way to conciliate our results with
prior mixed findings consists of noting that our design was
structured over 1 week and thus allowed us to separately target
early consolidation and subsequent retrieval of consolidated
memories. In this manner, resulting differences may be
confined to specific memory epochs, and not to post-learning
sleep deprivation.

Apparently at odds with our previous results reporting a
threat-selective generalization of explicit responses after 24 h
from learning (Manassero et al., 2019), we did not observe
a comparable pattern at 1 week after conditioning. Indeed,
participants of the control group correctly identified both the
CS+ and the CS−, discriminating them from the NSs. On the
other hand, implicit profiles with a 1-week retention interval
were comparable to those we had found at 24 h following
learning. One possible interpretation for this discrepancy may
rely on the idea that the flexible and reversible mechanism
we had hypothesized to underlie explicit processing may be
important during the initial phases of consolidation, and over-
time interactions between the two systems enable explicit tunings
to converge with those of implicit dynamics.

Findings in this field are relevant for clinical implications since
troubled sleep is commonly reported across anxiety and post-
traumatic disorders (Kobayashi et al., 2007; Babson and Feldner,
2010; Soehner and Harvey, 2012; Cox and Olatunji, 2016).
Nevertheless, the direction of this relationship is controversial,
with some evidence (Pace-Schott et al., 2015) suggesting that
trauma may be points of origin for sleep disturbances, and others
(Bryant et al., 2010; Wright et al., 2011; Gehrman et al., 2013;
Lerner et al., 2017) arguing that pre-existing sleep disorders may
represent risk factors for the development of PTSDs. One may
wonder whether it would be wiser to sleep or not to sleep in
the aftermath of exposure to a natural disaster. According to
some authors (Walker and van der Helm, 2009; Goldstein and
Walker, 2014), REM sleep affords our ability to decouple the
emotional charge from the memory, to achieve the strengthening
of salient learned information and, in parallel, the depotentiation
of the arousing charge that signaled alarm at encoding. Thus,
sleep deprivation may block this adaptive removal of emotion
from memory. In the view of other investigators (Kuriyama et al.,
2010) post-traumatic insomnia may prevent threat generalization
and PTSD onset. Based on the data of the current study,
sleeping after exposure to danger may be protective against the
overgeneralization of implicit alarm reactions, which has been
qualified as a pathogenic marker of anxiety disorders and PTSD
(Jovanovic et al., 2012; Dunsmoor and Paz, 2015).

Taken as a whole, our findings may contribute to elucidating
the functions of sleep in the emotional domain, by providing
support to the notion that implicit discrimination of new
incoming stimuli may be more susceptible to sleeplessness
than explicit discrimination and implicit or explicit memory.
Following aversive events, sleep may promote optimal autonomic
tunings to evaluate novel and previously unexperienced
signals in the future.
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